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In [Phys. Rev. A 88, 062313 (2013)] we proposed and studied a model for a self-correcting
quantum memory in which the energetic cost for introducing a defect in the memory grows without
bounds as a function of system size. This positive behavior is due to attractive long-range inter-
actions mediated by a bosonic field to which the memory is coupled. The crucial ingredients for
the implementation of such a memory are the physical realization of the bosonic field as well as
local five-body interactions between the stabilizer operators of the memory and the bosonic field.
Here, we show that both of these ingredients appear in a low-energy effective theory of a Hamilto-
nian that involves only two-body interactions between neighboring spins. In particular, we consider
the low-energy, long-wavelength excitations of an ordered Heisenberg ferromagnet (magnons) as a
realization of the bosonic field. Furthermore, we present perturbative gadgets for generating the
required five-spin operators. Our Hamiltonian involving only local two-body interactions is thus
expected to exhibit self-correcting properties as long as the noise affecting it is in the regime where
the effective low-energy description remains valid.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Pp,05.30.Pr,75.10.Jm
I. INTRODUCTION
Kitaev’s toric code [1] serves as the simplest toy model
of a quantum memory as well as being the archetypi-
cal example of a topological phase of matter. Topologi-
cal protection of Josephson junction qubits [2] as well as
topological error correction [3] have already been exper-
imentally demonstrated. Implementations of spin-lattice
models with topologically ordered groundstates using po-
lar molecules stored in optical lattices [4] or laser-excited
Rydberg atoms [5] have been proposed.
A challenge to any scalable implementation of topo-
logical protection of quantum information is the issue
of thermal stability. In its standard form, the toric code
Hamiltonian requires a set of local, commuting four-qubit
stabilizer operators W = (σx)
⊗4
, (σz)
⊗4
. Unfortunately,
the “bare” toric code Hamiltonian−A∑W (with A > 0)
does not allow for thermally stable storage of quantum
information [6–10]. While performing a bit- or phase-flip
on a single qubit (and thus creating two anyonics defects)
has an energy cost 4A, these defects can then propagate
without any further energy cost and thus destroy the
stored quantum information. As a consequence, the life-
time of the quantum information is independent of the
size of the memory. Furthermore, interactions in nature
are usually two-body, such that the four-body operators
W cannot be generated directly but have to emerge from
an underlying structure of two-body interactions. Since
W will then appear in high-order perturbation theory
[11–14], the energy penalty A will naturally be weak.
These negative results on the bare toric code have mo-
tivated the study of long-range interactions between the
stabilizer operators W as a means to suppress the cre-
ation and/or diffusion of anyons and thereby increase the
lifetime of the stored quantum information [15–21]. Such
long-range interactions can lead to quantum information
lifetimes that grow polynomially or even exponentially
with L [16, 17, 19–21]. It has been suggested that such
memories are compatible with a recent proposal for fault-
tolerant holonomic quantum computation based on adi-
abatic deformation of the system Hamiltonian [22].
In order to mediate these interactions in a physically
plausible way, all of these proposals require five-body op-
erators of the form W ⊗O, where the operator O allows
to couple the stabilizer operator W to an external field
which mediates the interaction. The external field can ei-
ther be elementary (e.g. photons as discussed in Ref. 18)
or emerge from the energetically low-lying excitations of a
many-body system (e.g. phonons as discussed in Ref. 16).
In Ref. 21 we have studied in detail the case of bosons
hopping in a cubic lattice, leading to a parabolic disper-
sion near the center of the Brillouin zone.
In the present paper, we focus on the physical im-
plementation of the quantum memory Hamiltonian pro-
posed in Ref. 21. We start from a spin Hamiltonian in-
volving only local two-body interactions and study its low-
energy theory via a perturbative Schrieffer-Wolff trans-
formation. The bosonic field emerges from the energeti-
cally low-lying excitations of an ordered Heisenberg fer-
romagnet (magnons). For small wave-numbers, magnons
indeed feature a parabolic dispersion. Furthermore, we
present perturbative gadgets for generating the five-body
operators W ⊗ O, describing interactions between the
four-qubit stabilizer operators W of the toric code and a
spin operator O of the ferromagnet. Since the quantum-
memory Hamiltonian of Ref. 21 emerges as the effective
low-energy/long-wavelength theory of our Hamiltonian
with only local two-spin interactions, this system is ex-
pected to exhibit self-correcting properties as long as this
effective theory remains valid.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We
briefly review the main results of Ref. 21 in Sec. II and
discuss the relation to the present work. In Sec. III,
we present perturbative gadgets that allow effective five-
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2body terms W ⊗ O to be obtained from local two-body
interactions only. In Sec. IV, we show that using these
five-body operators to couple the stabilizer operators W
to an ordered Heisenberg ferromagnet leads to a low-
energy effective theory which coincides with the quantum
memory Hamiltonian from Ref. 21. We can thus obtain
an effective quantum memory Hamiltonian from a sys-
tem (perturbative gadgets plus Heisenberg ferromagnet)
with two-spin interactions only. In Sec. V we study the
regime in which this effective description is expected to
be valid. In Sec. VI we study the backaction of the cou-
pling onto the ferromagnet and how to counteract it. We
conclude in Sec. VII.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
In Ref. 21 we have studied the following model Hint +
Hb for a self-correcting quantum memory. Consider a
bosonic Hamiltonian
Hb =
∑
k
ωka
†
kak (1)
with a dispersion, which in the low-k limit is parabolic,
ωk ≈ D|k|2. The four-qubit stabilizer operators Wp are
arranged on a 2D array of size L× L and locally couple
to the bosonic field,
Hint = A
∑
p
WpOp , (2)
where either Op = a
†
pap or Op = ap + a
†
p. Here, ap and
a†p are Fourier transforms of the bosonic operators ak
and a†k, ap =
1√
N
∑
k e
iRpkak, where Rp is the spatial
location of stabilizer Wp and N is the number of bosonic
modes. In other words, the operator ap (a
†
p) annihilates
(creates) a boson at position Rp.
The stabilizer operators (or stabilizers for short) Wp
are of the form Wp = (σ
x)⊗4 or Wp = (σz)⊗4, see Fig. 1
for an illustration. All stabilizers commute with each
other and have eigenvalues ±1.
Under the assumption that the bosons are in thermal
equilibrium, the bosonic field mediates long-ranged inter-
actions between the stabilizer operators Wp. Technically
speaking, it is possible to integrate out the bosonic field
(either exactly or perturbatively) and derive an effective
Hamiltonian for the stabilizers. This Hamiltonian is of
the form
Hstab =
1
2
∑
p 6=p′
Jpp′WpWp′ , (3)
where Jpp′ describes a mediated attractive long-range in-
teraction between the stabilizers.
More specifically, we have shown the following [21].
For Op = a
†
pap, we have Jpp′ ∼ |Rp −Rp′ |−2, such that
the energy cost for violating a stabilizer (“creating an
anyon”) grows logarithmically with L and the quantum
FIG. 1. (Color online.) An excerpt of a toric code. Black dots
are code qubits. Stabilizer operators Wp involve operators
acting on the four qubits around a white or a dark plaquette.
Operators acting on the four qubits around a white plaquette
are of the form Wp = (σ
x)⊗4, while operators acting on the
four qubits around a dark plaquette are of the form Wp =
(σz)⊗4.
memory lifetime grows polynomially with L. If, on the
other hand, Op = ap + a
†
p, we have Jpp′ ∼ |Rp −Rp′ |−1,
such that the energy cost for creating an anyon grows
linearly with L and the lifetime does so exponentially.
A. Relation to the present work
The goal of this work is to show that the Hamiltonian
Hstab can be obtained as an effective low-energy Hamilto-
nian of a Hamiltonian that involves only nearest-neighbor
two-spin interactions. This Hamiltonian is then expected
to exhibit self-correcting properties, given that the noise
affecting the memory is such that the effective low-energy
description remains valid. We realize the bosonic field by
a 3D ordered Heisenberg ferromagnet (FM) to which the
stabilizers of the toric code couple locally. The long-range
interactions Jpp′ in Eq. (3) are then mediated by mass-
less excitations of the FM (Goldstone modes), so-called
magnons.
Our model consists of a “gadgetry” and a “ferromag-
net” part,
H = HG +HF , (4)
where HG =
∑
pHp is a sum of identical gadget terms
for each of the stabilizers. The summands Hp are sums
of two-qubit terms, where one of the two qubits involved
is part of the toric code and the other one is an auxiliary
or “mediator” qubit. By integrating out all mediator
qubits, we obtain a first effective Hamiltonian
H ′ = (HG)eff +HF , (5)
3FIG. 2. (Color online.) A 2D toric code (whose contoures,
lying in an xy-plane, are sketched by red lines) is embedded
in a 3D Heisenberg ferromagnet (blue) which is ordered in
z-direction. The stabilizer operators of the toric code Wp (il-
lustrated in Fig. 1) couple to the x-component of an adjacent
spin Sp of the ferromagnet. The linear size of the planar toric
code (L) is assumed to be much smaller than the one of the
ferromagnet (Λ), i.e., L Λ.
describing four-qubit stabilizer operators locally coupled
to the FM. Here, (HG)eff is akin to Hint in Eq. (2).
The ordered Heisenberg ferromagnet described by HF
can be mapped to a bath of bosons (magnons) by
means of the well-known Holstein-Primakoff transforma-
tion. Even beyond the one-magnon approximation (i.e.,
taking magnon-magnon interaction into account), the in-
teractions between the stabilizers mediated by the ferro-
magnet can be described by a final effective Hamiltonian
Heff akin to Hstab in Eq. (3). The effective interactions
Jpp′ are thereby given by the static susceptibility of the
FM.
III. PERTURBATIVE GADGETS FOR
FIVE-BODY OPERATORS
Given some Hamiltonian with only local two-body in-
teractions, one is often interested in an effective Hamilto-
nian that describes the low-energy dynamics of the sys-
tem. This is achieved by “integrating out” the high-
energy degrees of freedom. The effective low-energy
Hamiltonian then often features a higher complexity than
the original one. This lead to the idea of perturbative gad-
gets [23–25], which allows one to systematically construct
Hamiltonians with local two-qubit interactions that yield
some desired effective (low-energy) few-qubit Hamilto-
nian. In particular, Ref. 25 showed that any local Hamil-
tonian can be generated from some 2-local Hamiltonian.
The Schrieffer-Wolff (SW) transformation [26, 27] (see
Appendix A for a technical summary) provides a natu-
ral framework for obtaining such effective terms. Ref. 28
combined the gadgets of Ref. 25 with the SW method to
discuss the simulation of local many-body Hamiltonians
by use of 2-local interactions. The schemes we propose
in order to generate the five-body terms AWp ⊗Op shall
be analyzed by means of a SW transformation but are
simpler than had they been constructed with the pertur-
bative gadgets described in Refs. 25 and 28.
Note that while all of the proposals in Refs. 15–21
require five-body terms of the form AWp ⊗ Op, other
quantum memory proposals are not based on coupling
stabilizer operators to external fields. However, these
alternate proposals in fact involve interactions between
more than five qubits. Specifically, the 3-dimensional
toric code with “welding” [29] requires six-qubit opera-
tors, while the 4-dimensional toric code [15] and Haah’s
cubic code [30–32] require eight-qubit operators. These
models can thus only be realized with gadgets that are
even more involved than the ones discussed in the follow-
ing.
We introduce two sets of spins, namely Sj for the
spins of the 3D FM located at site j of a cubic lattice
and (σxi , σ
y
i , σ
z
i )
T for the physical spins-1/2 (qubits) of
the 2D toric code. Both spins satisfy the usual com-
mutation relations. The code qubits are arranged on
a quadratic lattice with periodic boundary conditions.
The four-qubit stabilizer operators Wp are of the form
σxaσ
x
b σ
x
c σ
x
d or σ
z
aσ
z
bσ
z
cσ
z
d, where the operators act on the
four qubits around one plaquette of the lattice, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1.
We seek to construct effective terms of the form Wp ⊗
Sxp , where for the moment we consider Wp = σ
x
aσ
x
b σ
x
c σ
x
d .
Here, Sp is the spin of the FM adjacent to the spins of
the stabilizer Wp, see Fig. 2. Let the summands in the
gadget Hamiltonian HG =
∑
pHp be given by
Hp = − ∆
2
σzf −
∆
2
σzg −
∆
2
σzu
+ γSxp ⊗ σzu + τSxp ⊗ (σzf + σzg)
+ σxf ⊗ (σxa + σxb ) + σxg ⊗ (σxc + σxd )
+ ασxu ⊗ (σzf + σzg) + βσzf ⊗ σzg
+ δσxa ⊗ σxb + δσxc ⊗ σxd (6)
with ∆ being larger than (the absolute value of) all other
energies (see Fig. (3) for an illustration).
We now apply the SW method to successively inte-
grate out the mediator qubits f , g, and u and calculate
for each mediator qubit the resulting terms up to third
order. Consider a mediator qubit r with energy split-
ting ∆, H0 = −∆2 σzr , and a perturbation V = Vd + Vod.
With Vd = σ
z
r ⊗ V˜d, Vod = σxr ⊗ V˜od, and [V˜d, V˜od] = 0,
we obtain after integrating out the auxiliary qubit r as
described in Appendix A
Heff = −∆
2
+ V˜d − 1
∆
V˜ 2od −
2
∆2
V˜ 2odV˜d + . . . (7)
The unitaries applied during the SW procedure to inte-
grate out qubits f , g, and u (cf. Appendix A) do not
commute and higher order terms will thus depend on the
order in which this three qubits are integrated out. How-
ever, up to the orders stated below, the effective terms
are independent of this ordering.
For the sake of a shorter notation, let Rp := σ
x
aσ
x
b +
σxc σ
x
d and ξ :=
2
∆ . We neglect terms in the interaction
strengths which are smaller by at least a factor ξ2 than
the mentioned terms. After straightforwardly applying
4b d
a c
f g
u
p
σxσx
σxσx
σxσx
σxσx
ασzσx ασxσz
γSxσz
δσxσx δσxσx
βσzσz
τSxσz τSxσz
FIG. 3. (Color online.) Auxiliary qubits f , g, and u mediate a five-body interaction Wp ⊗ Sxp between qubits a, b, c, and d,
and the operator Sxp (spin of the FM). This interaction emerges from local two-body interactions only. The excited state of the
auxiliary qubits is penalized by an energy ∆, which is the dominant energy scale in the system. The interactions which are
indicated by solid lines produce the actual five-body interaction. Interactions which are indicated by dashed lines allow one to
tune the strength of two-, three-, and four-body terms without changing the strength of the five-body term. Choosing δ and
τ appropriately allows one to counter undesired two- and three-body terms. Finally, the parameter β allows one to tune the
strength of the four-qubit interaction Wp independently of the five-body interaction Wp ⊗Op.
Eq. (7) in Appendix A to the mediator qubits f , g, and
u, we find
(Hp)eff =
[
γ + 2τ − 8γα
2
∆
]
Sxp − ξ2
[
τ − 8α
2γ
∆2
]
Rp ⊗ Sxp
+
[
δ − ξ2
(
∆
2
− β + 4α
2
∆
)]
Rp + ξ
4
[
β − 2α
2
∆
]
Wp
− 4ξ4α
2γ
∆2
Wp ⊗ Sxp + const . (8)
The parameter β allows one to tune the strength of the
plaquette term Wp without affecting the strength of the
five-body operator Wp ⊗ Sxp . The interaction strength of
the undesired operators Rp and Rp⊗Sxp can be tuned to
zero through appropriate choice of the parameters δ '
22
∆ and τ ' 8α
2γ
∆2 , respectively. We obtain an undesired
one-body term ' (γ + 2τ)Sxp which can be countered by
an appropriate local field. Finally, the strength of our
desired five-body term Wp⊗Sxp is to leading order given
by A := −64 4α2γ∆6 . If we use the operator Wp ⊗ Sxp to
couple the plaquette Wp to external fields, effective two-
plaquette interactions mediated by the field will be of
even order in A. The sign of α, γ, and  is thus irrelevant.
Relabeling x → z → y → x on all qubits, such that
the commutation relations of the spin operators are pre-
served, we can obtain operators of the form (σz)
⊗4 ⊗ Sxp
rather than (σx)
⊗4 ⊗ Sxp . In conclusion, integrating out
the mediator qubits in each gadget leads to an effective
coupling Hamiltonian
(HG)eff =
∑
p
AWp ⊗ Sxp , (9)
which is of the same form as Eq. (2).
Note that if we let α, γ, τ → 0 in Eq. (6), we find the
simpler effective Hamiltonian
(Hp)eff =
[
δ − 2
2
∆
− 4β
2
∆2
]
Rp + 16
β4
∆4
Wp . (10)
We can thus obtain stabilizer operators Wp as they ap-
pear in Kitaev’s toric code [1] as effective terms using
only two auxiliary qubits, nearest neighbor Ising inter-
actions and single-qubit energy splittings. This adds a
particularly simple gadget to the list of proposals for per-
turbatively generating Kitaev’s toric code [11–14].
We have discussed how the strength of the undesired
terms Rp and Rp ⊗ Sxp can be tuned to zero by appro-
priate choice of the interaction strengths δ and τ . Of
course, assuming that the strength of these interactions
vanishes exactly is unphysical. Weak terms acting as Rp
are no threat to the toric code, as it is inherently stable
against such local perturbations [1, 33]. However, as the
terms Rp ⊗ Sxp themselves couple to the gapless magnon
field, one might fear that their combined non-local inter-
action may destabilize the toric code groundstate. We
have qualitatively discussed the effect of such non-locally
coupled perturbations on the stability of the toric code
in Ref. 21 and argued that they pose no threat to toric
code stabilized by the FM as long as the strength of the
accidental terms Rp ⊗ Sxp is sufficiently smaller than the
engineered coupling strength A.
5IV. EFFECTIVE LONG-RANGE
INTERACTIONS MEDIATED BY THE
FERROMAGNET
After integrating out all mediator qubits in the pertur-
bative gadgets, we arrived at a first effective Hamiltonian
H ′ = (HG)eff +HF = A
∑
p
WpS
x
p +HF (11)
describing four-qubit stabilizer operators of the toric code
coupled to the FM. Let us now study the interactions
between the effective stabilizer operators Wp which are
mediated by the ordered Heisenberg FM HF , to which
they are coupled over the operators Sxp .
The Hamiltonian of the 3D Heisenberg FM is given by
HF = −J
∑
〈i,j〉 Si · Sj + hz
∑
i S
z
i , where J > 0 is the
exchange constant and the sum is restricted to nearest-
neighbor lattice sites. The FM is of linear size Λ, which is
much larger than the linear size of the toric code, Λ L.
The FM is assumed to be below the Curie temperature
and the spins ordered along the z-direction. To break
the symmetry of the FM, a small magnetic field hz in
z-direction is applied. This field also stabilizes the FM
against the effective longitudinal magnetic field produced
by coupling the stabilizer operators of the toric code to
the x-component of adjacent FM spins (see below). Al-
thoughHF is three-dimensional, we point out for the sake
of clarity, that the actual quantum memory is the two-
dimensional toric code. The presence of the 3D system is
necessary to mediate long-range interactions between the
stabilizers. However, the place where the logical qubits
are stored is the two-dimensional toric code.
For A  J , we make use of a perturbative second-
order Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [26, 27, 34] to de-
rive the effective plaquette-plaquette interaction (see Ap-
pendix B 1) given by
Heff =
1
2
∑
p 6=p′
Jpp′WpWp′ , (12)
where the coupling is Jpp′ = −A2χxx(Rp − Rp′) and
χαβ(r) is the static spin susceptibility of the FM. This
effective Hamiltonian is of the same form as in Eq. (3)
and, as we will discuss now, the mediated interaction
strength Jpp′ , too, is of the same form.
The real space static susceptibility χαβ(r) is defined as
the Fourier transform of
χαβ(q, ω) = i lim
η→0+
∫ ∞
0
dt e(iω−η)t
〈[
Sαq (t), S
β
−q
]〉
,
(13)
for ω = 0, where 〈. . .〉 denotes thermal equilib-
rium expectation values of the S-spins at temperature
T . The Fourier components are defined as Sαq =
1√
Ns
∑
i e
−iq·RiSαi , where Ns = Λ
3 is the number of spins
in the FM, and Ri is a 3D vector pointing to the site of
spin Si of the FM.
It is not necessary to explicitly calculate the spin sus-
ceptibility in the ferromagnetically ordered state to un-
derstand its general behavior at large distances (or small
q) [35]. Indeed, for hz = 0, the spontaneous SO(3)
symmetry breaking of the state with finite magnetiza-
tion pointing along the z-axis, implies the presence of
low-frequency Goldstone modes (called magnons in this
context) and long-range correlations, i.e., the xx- (and
yy-) susceptibility has to diverge for q → 0 and takes
the following generic form in the hydrodynamic regime
(low-energy and long wavelength regime) [35]
χxx(q, ω = 0) =
M2
ρ|q|2 for q→ 0 . (14)
Here, ρ > 0 is the stiffness constant of the FM and M =
〈sz〉 is the magnetization density with sz = 1Ns
∑
i S
z
i .
The divergence at q → 0 in Eq. (14) is directly con-
nected with the broken symmetry of the ground state:
starting from a ferromagnetic state aligned along the z-
direction, the slightest x-magnetic field is able to rotate
and align all spins in x-direction and thus the response
to an external magnetic field indeed diverges at q→ 0.
Eq. (14) is the expression for the spin susceptibility
in the continuum approximation (lattice constant a go-
ing formally to zero). To be valid this approximation
does not require that the number of spins goes to infinity,
but rather that the distance between neighboring spins
is much smaller than the distances we are interested in.
Since we are concerned with the long-distance physics of
our model on the scale of L, this approximation is justi-
fied and simply requires a/L 1. In this limit, both the
lattice constants of the ferromagnet and of the toric code
are taken to zero such that a single plaquette remains
coupled to a single FM spin.
Below we give an explicit expression for the stiff-
ness ρ in the one-magnon approximation. The pres-
ence of the symmetry-breaking magnetic field hz in-
troduces a gap in the magnon spectrum and thus a
mass term in the susceptibility, i.e., χxx(q, ω = 0) =
M2
ρ|q|2+Shz forq → 0. The real space static susceptibil-
ity now follows by Fourier transformation which leads to
χxx(r) =
M2
ρ
1
4pi|r|e
−|r|/Lh , with magnetic length Lh =√
R/Shz. Consequently, Eq. (12) describes a stabilizer
Hamiltonian with plaquette-plaquette interactions given
by a Yukawa-like potential,
Jpp′ = −A
2M2
4piρ
e−|Rp−Rp′ |/Lh
|Rp −Rp′ | . (15)
Since, again, ρ > 0 (see also below), the interaction be-
tween stabilizer operators Wp is attractive.
For the sake of illustration we calculate ρ in the one-
magnon (harmonic) approximation by making use of the
Holstein-Primakoff transformation
Szi = −S + nˆi , S−i = a†i
√
2S − nˆi , S+i = (S−i )†, (16)
in the formal limit, where the occupation nˆi = a
†
iai
is much smaller than 2S [36]. Here, ai and a
†
i satisfy
6bosonic commutation relations and the associated quasi-
particles are the well-known magnons (or spin wave ex-
citations). In Fourier space, we get HF ≈
∑
q(ωq +
hz)a
†
qaq, up to some irrelevant constant, with magnon
dispersion ωq = 4JS[3 − (cos(qx) + cos(qy) + cos(qz))],
where aq =
1√
Ns
∑
i e
−iq·Riai, with Ns the number of
FM spins. Inserting Eq. (16) into Eq. (14) and using a
small q expansion leads to χ
(0)
xx (q, ω = 0) =
S
2JS|q|2+hz ,
which allows us to identify the stiffness in lowest order
ρ(0) = 2JS2 since here M (0) = −S. We thus obtain
χ
(0)
xx (r) =
1
8piJ|r|e
−|r|/Lh and from this the approximate
plaquette coupling
J
(0)
pp′ = −
A2
8piJ
e−|Rp−Rp′ |/Lh
|Rp −Rp′ | , (17)
which is explicitly attractive since J > 0. We em-
phasize that Eq. (17) is the one-magnon approximation
of Eq. (15). The sole effect of both temperature and
magnon-magnon interactions is to renormalize the coeffi-
cients of the interaction (17), i.e., (M (0))2/R(0) →M2/R
[35], while the form of the potential is not affected. Note
that the dimensionality of the 3D FM is critical since
Heisenberg FMs in lower dimensions do not order at
T > 0 [37].
If hz is small enough such that Lh  L, the trans-
verse susceptibility of the FM and hence the mediated
interaction Jpp′ in Eq. (15) decay like |Rp − Rp′ |−1 on
the length-scale L of the toric code. The same decay of
Jpp′ was reported in Sec. II for the case of coupling to
the bosonic operator Op = ap + a
†
p. This is of course no
surprise, since the spin operator Sxp takes in the Holstein-
Primakoff picture and in the limit |〈nˆi〉|  2S indeed the
form
√
2S(ap + a
†
p).
The external magnetic field hz is necessary for stabi-
lizing the magnetization of the FM, keeping it along the
z-direction. Indeed, the only condition which needs to
be satisfied for the stability of the global magnetization
of the FM is that the Zeeman energy Ez = hzSΛ
3 due to
the hz field remains much larger than the Zeeman energy
Ex = ASL
2 due to the toric code. As a specific exam-
ple, one can make the following scaling choice satisfying
all constraints: hz ∝ 1/L4 and Λ ∝ L3, which satisfy
Lh ∝ L2  L and Ez/Ex ∝ L3  1. Under these con-
ditions, it is clear that the total magnetization will not
be affected by the presence of the memory and the FM
spins will not rotate into the x-directionon average. This
is in agreement with a Metropolis simulation of the clas-
sical Heisenberg FM, see Fig. 4. However, we show below
that backaction effects become eventually important for
the FM spins close to the memory.
V. VALIDITY OF THE EFFECTIVE THEORY
Here we analyze in detail the conditions of validity of
our effective theory.
As we discussed in Ref. 21, the thermal stability of the
toric code protected by the effective Hamiltonian Heff in
Eq. (12) is due to the fact that the cost for inverting a
stabilizer Wp (creating an anyon) grows without bounds
as a function of L. Indeed, assume that initially all stabi-
lizers have a +1 eigenvalue (Wp ≡ +1). Then, the energy
cost for inverting one of them is given by
µ(L) =
∑
p
2|Jpp′ | ∼ A
2M2
ρ
L , (18)
where we used Eq. (15) and the assumption Lh  L.
This seems to be in contradiction to the fact that our
original Hamiltonian H = HG+HF is a sum of bounded
local terms, such that the energy cost for a local change
certainly is bounded and does not grow with system size.
However, in the case where the effective Hamiltonian (12)
emerges from a system with two-body interactions, it de-
scribes the system correctly in the long-wavelength and
low-energy limit only.
We first note that the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation
employed in the derivation of Heff , followed by tracing
out the degrees of freedom of the mediator qubits and
the ferromagnet is not a unitary operation. Hence, the
spectra of H and Heff are, in general, not identical. They
match only in the low-energy sector where Heff leads to
bounded results. Indeed, when the quantum memory
is in contact with a thermal heat bath at inverse tem-
perature β, the expected anyon density (fraction of sta-
bilizer operators Wp with a −1 value) is approximately
1/(eβµ(L)+1) (cf. Sec. IV in Ref. 21 for a more careful dis-
cussion, taking inter-anyonic interactions into account).
The thermal energy of the code system is thus
〈Heff〉 ≈ L2 µ(L)
eβµ(L) + 1
, (19)
which vanishes exponentially as L → ∞. The thermal
density of anyons is self-consistently suppressed by the
effective anyon chemical potential µ(L). The total ther-
mal energy 〈Heff〉 remains thus finite and small even for
large L. The fact that µ(L) diverges as a function of L
therefore does not invalidate our effective theory when
its full effects are taken into account.
The effective description breaks down in the high-
temperature limit, βµ(L)  1, which corresponds to
populating high-energetic states with finite probability,
i.e., the anyon density becomes of order unity. Indeed,
in this limit, we get 〈Heff〉 ∼ µ(L)L2, which is clearly
in contradiction with a finite upper bound on the energy
density 〈Heff〉/L2. This breakdown of the low-energy ef-
fective theory is of course not surprising, since in this
regime the perturbative gadgets no longer work and the
magnon expansion for the FM becomes invalid. (For
T > ∆, J , the fraction of excited mediator qubits and
the magnon occupation numbers become of order unity.)
Thus, our effective long-wave length and low-energy
description is self-consistent for sufficiently low tem-
peratures T and sufficiently large code sizes L. This
7is similar to e.g. the harmonic approximation of crys-
tal vibrations described by phonons. The Hamilto-
nian Hphonon =
∑
qD|q|nq is only valid in the low-
energy regime, and high-energy (large q) excitations are
self-consistently suppressed by the Bose-Einstein factor
〈nq〉 = 1/(eβD|q| − 1).
The effective Hamiltonian (12) is not suited to describe
the high-energy part of the spectrum, where the anyon
density is of order unity. High-energy excitations are pro-
duced when anyons are created non-adiabatically, forc-
ing the mediator qubits and the FM to leave their local
equilibrium. In such a scenario the gadgets and the FM
have no time to react and do not penalize the creation of
anyons. In fact, the energy cost to create an anyon “in-
stantaneously” is bounded by a finite constant as argued
above. The fast creation of an anyon produces a bunch of
high-energy and short-wavelength excitations in the gad-
gets/FM and these kinds of processes are not described
by our effective theory.
In the following, we provide analytical expressions for
the regime of validity of our effective theory. In the
derivation of Hamiltonian (12) we explicitly assumed that
mediator qubits reside in their groundstate and the FM
is locally aligned along z-direction. This has to remain
valid when thermal anyons are produced. So besides the
requirement that the coupling B to the external bath is
small, i.e., |B|  A, we work in the adiabatic regime
where the external bath creates errors in the code on
a timescale much longer than 1/A, or in other words,
when the error rate is much smaller than A. For in-
stance, modeling the coupling between code and bath
by a generic spin-boson model [38], the error rate γ(ω)
describing processes in which an energy ω is transferred
from a code qubit to the bath takes the following form
[17]
γ(ω) = κn
∣∣∣∣ ωn1− e−βω
∣∣∣∣ e−ω/ωc , (20)
where ωc is an arbitrary cut-off and κn contains the cou-
pling B to the external bath (in Born approximation,
κn ∝ B2). For n = 1 the bath is called Ohmic, while it
is called super-Ohmic for n ≥ 2. The adiabaticity con-
dition then simply reads γ(−A)  A. In this case, the
mediator qubits and the FM have enough time to adapt
to the perturbation generated by an error and stay re-
spectively in an unexcited state or locally aligned along
z-direction. In this regime, trying to flip a single qubit
of the code will “drag along” a large number of other
spins, leading to a large effective energy penalty. To con-
clude, in such a scenario the low-energy description Heff
of the two-spin Hamiltonian H, involving long-range in-
teractions between four-qubit operators, remains valid.
VI. BACKACTION EFFECTS ONTO THE
FERROMAGNET
Strictly speaking, our analysis of the toric code cou-
pled to a FM (by means of a perturbative Schrieffer-
Wolff transformation) is valid when the FM spins are
aligned close to the z-direction. This is the reason why
we introduced the external field hz; it stabilizes the FM
against the transverse effective magnetic field induced
by the toric code and forbids energetically the turning
of the total magnetization. However, backaction effects
are substantial for the FM spins close to the code and it
is interesting to study the dynamics of the FM spins in
contact to the toric code. Our study of backaction effects
involve both analytical and numerical results and give a
good picture of the dynamics of a Heisenberg ferromag-
net subject to transverse magnetic field that is localized
in a given plane of the lattice.
Let us consider the situation where the coupling of the
surface code to the FM is turned on at t = 0 and let us
calculate the dynamics of the x-component of a FM spin
Si assuming that Wj = +1∀j. At time t > 0 we have,
〈Sxi (t)〉 = TrρFSxi (t), where ρF = e−βHF /Tre−βHF and
Sxi (t) = e
iH′tSxi e
−iH′t, with H ′ as in Eq. (11). Here,
i in Sxi (t) labels an arbitrary site Ri of the FM. The
dynamics of 〈Sxi (t)〉 can be calculated exactly as H ′ is
exactly diagonalizable, see Appendix C. We find that
〈Sxi (t)〉
=
A
piJ
∑
p
C
( |Ri−Rp|√
4piJSt
)
+ S
( |Ri−Rp|√
4piJSt
)
− 1
|Ri −Rp| (21)
where C(x) and S(x) are the Fresnel integrals. This ex-
pression can be evaluated analytically in several limits
(see Appendix C for details).
Let us first consider a spin at a FM site Ri which
is directly adjacent to the toric code. For a small code
(L < JS/A) we find the long-time limit 〈Sxi (t → ∞)〉 =
−AL/J . We compare this result with a Metropolis sim-
ulation of the classical Heisenberg FM and obtain good
agreement, see Fig. 4. On the other hand, consider a
code which is assumed to be large enough such that it
can be formally extended to infinity. For this case, we
find the finite-time behavior
〈Sxi (t)〉 = −4A
√
St
piJ
(22)
for spins adjacent to the toric code. The FM spins
next to the code adapt to the effective magnetic field
in x-direction in a diffusive way with diffusion constant
∼ A2S/J . Note that this expression diverges in the long-
time limit, which is of course unphysical since |〈Sxi (t)〉| is
bounded by S. This divergence is an artefact of the har-
monic (one-magnon) approximation. We thus trust this
approximation at most only for times which are such that
|〈Sxi (t)〉| ≤ S.
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FIG. 4. (Color online.) A graph of 〈Sxi 〉 (in the middle of the code) against L for the classical Heisenberg FM with J = 1.
The data was obtained numerically by using the Metropolis algorithm. The magnetic length is Lh = L
2 and the FM size is
Λ = 2Lh. The data shows agreement to the relation S
x
i (t → ∞) ∝ LA/J , obtained from Eq. (21). On the same graph we
plot the total z-magnetization 1
Ns
∑
i〈Szi 〉 against L demonstrating that the backaction is only a localized effect. The scaling
chosen here is different than the one in the main text. This different choice is only motivated by the difficulty to simulate the
classical Heisenberg ferromagnet with a large number of spins. This does not alter the analysis since the chosen scaling satisfies
the necessary requirements Ez  Ex and Lh  L.
The deviations 〈Sxi (t)〉 in x-direction become compa-
rable with S after a time of order tr ∼ JS/A2. We refer
to tr as the refreshing time: at this time, the backaction
of the surface code on the FM has become substantial
with the FM spins close to the code being tilted away
from the magnetization direction of the FM (along the
z-axis) and pointing now along the x-axis. To restore
the full effect of the FM, we refresh the ferromagnetic
state with, e.g., a magnetic pulse, so that all spins point
again along the z-axis. This procedure has to be repeated
periodically on a time scale tr, which, importantly, is in-
dependent of the code size L. This refreshing can be
considered as part of a cooling cycle to get the heat gen-
erated by the surface code out of the system (note that
no measurements of stabilizers or entangling operations
are involved). This refreshing prevents the total system,
FM plus surface code, to reach a new common equilib-
rium state, and instead ensures that the FM stays in its
own equilibrium state.
Finally, let us consider a spin at a FM site Ri with a
distance d away from the toric code, which is again as-
sumed to be very large. For this case, Eq. (21) evaluates
to
〈Sxi (t)〉
=
16A
d2
√
JS3t3
pi
(
cos
(
d2
8JSt
)
+ sin
(
d2
8JSt
))
+O(d−3) .
(23)
The deviation of the FM spins from the ordering along
z-direction decays quadratically with the distance from
the code.
A. Longitudinal coupling to the ferromagnet
We note that the refreshing process represents a suf-
ficent condition for maintaining an effective quantum
memory Hamiltonian. However, it is not necessary. In-
deed, let us consider the extreme case where all the
spins of the FM tilt into x-direction (possible if we al-
low Ex to exceed Ez by assuming e.g. hz = 0). In
this worst case scenario, the interaction between plaque-
ttes is not given by the transverse susceptibility of the
FM anymore but by the longitudinal one. This fact is
derived perturbatively in more detail in Appendix B 2.
The longitudinal susceptibility of the FM has been stud-
ied in detail both with a spin wave analysis [39] and
with a decoupling method [40, 41]. The small q re-
sult reads χ||(q, ω = 0) = kBT/8D2|q|. This is valid
when h  Dq2  kBT , which is the regime of inter-
est here since we focus on distances smaller than Lh.
We note that, contrary to the transverse susceptibility,
χ||(q, ω = 0) vanishes at T = 0, since it corresponds to
particle-hole excitations. Here h points in longitudinal
direction and is composed of an external magnetic field
(which, as above, is assumed to scale as 1/L4) and the
9magnetic field produced by the surface code. Since the
latter scales as L2/Λ3 ∝ 1/L7, see Appendix B 2, the
longitudinal field produced by the memory can safely
be ignored. The magnetic length thus scales again as
Lh ∝ L2. In real space we have χ||(r) ∝ T/r2.
This worst case is thus analogous to choosing Op =
a†pap in the Hamiltonian discussed in Sec. II, for which the
anyon chemical potential grows logarithmically with L
and the memory lifetime grows polynomially. Again, this
is what one would have expected, since in the Holstein-
Primakoff picture the longitudinal spin component at Rp
is given by −S + a†pap.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Whether there is a physical Hamiltonian that allows
for thermally stable storage of quantum information is a
big open question in theoretical physics. The answer will
depend on what properties are required for a Hamilto-
nian to deserve the label “physical”. If one only requires
bounded strength and locality of interactions, the an-
swer is affirmative, as the 4D toric code shows [43]. The
4D toric code also constitutes the only known example
of a quantum memory Hamiltonian for which it is rigor-
ously proven that the lifetime grows without bounds (be-
low a critical temperature) and that it is stable against
arbitrary (local and weak enough) perturbations. Re-
quiring locality in at most three dimensions excludes the
4D toric code, but boson-mediated long-range interac-
tions still can make the energetic penalty for creating
an anyon arbitrarily high [18, 20, 21]. If one addition-
ally requires that all operators be bounded (and thereby
excludes bosonic operators), the cubic code [30–32] still
exhibits self-correcting behavior. Finally, if one takes
into account that interactions in nature are in fact two-
body and thus requires that all terms in the Hamiltonian
involve at most two spins, one excludes all existing pro-
posals.
In this work, we have shown that even under this
most rigid understanding of what constitutes a “phys-
ical” Hamiltonian, we can still expect to observe self-
correcting behavior. The quantum memory Hamiltonian
of Ref. 21 emerges as the low-energy effective theory of
a 3D model with bounded-strength interactions between
nearest-neighbor spins only. This effective Hamiltonian
describes the low-energy, long-wavelength response of the
system, and self-correcting behavior can only be observed
if the noise affecting the memory is such that this descrip-
tion remains valid.
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Appendix A: Schrieffer-Wolff transformation
Consider some Hamiltonian H0 with an energetic gap
∆ between a low- and a high-energy subspace. In the con-
text of the perturbative gadgets in Sec. III, H0 will sim-
ply describe the energy splitting ∆ of a mediator qubit,
i.e., an auxiliary qubit that mediates interactions be-
tween adjacent qubits. Given some perturbation V with
‖V ‖ < ∆2 , the modified Hamiltonian H0 + V will display
a low-energy subspace of the same dimension as the one
of H0, which is separated from the high-energy spetrum
by a gap of at least ∆− 2 ‖V ‖. The SW transformation
is then defined as a unitary operator eS (with S anti-
Hermitian), such that eS(H0 + V )e
−S is block-diagonal
with respect to the high- and low-energy subspaces of
H0. Together with the requirement that S be block-off-
diagonal with respect to the low- and high-energy sub-
spaces of H0 and that ‖S‖ < pi2 , this specifies S uniquely
[27].
Let P denote the projector onto the low-energy sub-
space of H0. The effective low-energy Hamiltonian
Heff = Pe
S(H0 + V )e
−SP (A1)
can be expanded in a perturbative series Heff = H
(0)
eff +
H
(1)
eff +H
(2)
eff +H
(3)
eff + . . ., where explicit formulae for the
low-order effective terms can be derived from Ref. 27. Let
Q = I−P , Vd = PV P +QV Q, and Vod = PV Q+QV P .
We have
H
(0)
eff = PH0P , (A2)
H
(1)
eff = PVdP , (A3)
H
(2)
eff =
1
2
P
[
L−10 Vod, Vod
]
P , (A4)
and
H
(3)
eff =
1
2
P
[
L−10
[
L−10 Vod, Vd
]
, Vod
]
P . (A5)
In the last two expressions, L0 is the Liouvillian super-
operator L0O = [H0, O], whose inverse is given by
L−10 O = −i lim
µ→0+
∫ ∞
0
dt e−µteiH0tOe−iH0t . (A6)
For the second order effective Hamiltonian, one finds the
concise formula
H
(2)
eff = −
i
2
lim
µ→0+
∫ ∞
0
dt e−µtP [Vod(t), Vod]P . (A7)
We note that with H0 = −∆2 σzr we have
L−10 σ
x
r = −
i
∆
σyr , (A8)
which leads to Eq. (7).
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Appendix B: Interactions mediated by a
translationally invariant system
1. Coupling to the transverse component of the
FM spins
We show here a detailed derivation of Eq. (12) of the
main text with the use of a perturbative Schrieffer-Wolff
transformation similar to Ref. 34.
We assume here that the FM is in broken-symmetry
state with magnetization along z-direction and we couple
the surface code to the transverse x component of the FM
spins:
H = H0 + V = H0 +
∑
q
SxqA−q , (B1)
where H0 is a general S-spin Hamiltonian and Ai arbi-
trary operators which commute with H0 and with each
other. The Fourier components are defined through
Sq =
1√
Ns
∑
i e
−iq·RiSi and Aq = 1√Ns
∑
i e
−q·RiAi,
where Ns denotes the number of spins Si and Ri their
site. Here we identify the projector P as the operator pro-
jecting onto the subspace with a fixed number of magnons
nq. Since S
x does not conserve the number of magnons,
it is clear that Vd = 0 and Vod = V . Note that we have
absorbed the symmetry-breaking term hz
∑
i S
z
i into H0.
Up to second order, we obtain from Eq. (A7)
H
(2)
eff = −
i
2
lim
η→0+
∑
q,q′
∫ ∞
0
dt e−ηt
[
Sxq(t)A−q, S
x
q′A−q′
]
= − i
2
lim
η→0+
∑
q,q′
∫ ∞
0
dt e−ηt×
[Sxq(t), Sxq′ ]A−q′A−q + Sxq(t)Sxq′ [A−q, A−q′ ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
 .
(B2)
We assume that the S-spins are in thermal equilib-
rium, described by the canonical density matrix ρ =
e−βHF /Tr e−βHF , where HF is the S-spin Hamiltonian
without the coupling to the plaquettes and corresponds
to the main part of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (B1), i.e.,
HF = H0. In doing so, we neglect the backaction of
the toric code on the ferromagnet. This backaction will
be addressed in Appendix C below where we show that
it leads to a localized effect on the ferromagnet which
becomes relevant when the size of the toric code in-
creases (see also Sec. VI in the main text). Here, we
rely on a formal perturbation expansion in powers of
‖Ai‖ /J . Convergence of this formal expansion is an in-
teresting question by itself and can be approached along
the lines discussed in Ref. 27. However, such rigorous
treatment is beyond the present scope. Still, in the
one-magnon (or harmonic) approximation, the effective
Hamiltonian Eq. (12) in the main text is exact in all
orders of ‖Ai‖, thus showing that all higher order contri-
butions of the Schrieffer-Wolff expansion vanish exactly
in the one-magnon regime.
The equilibrium expectation values are denoted by
〈. . .〉. Since H0 is translationally invariant, such
that 〈SαriSβrj 〉 = 〈Sα0Sαrj−ri〉, we have 〈SαqSαq′〉 =
〈SαqSα−q〉δq+q′,0, and thus
H
(2)
eff = −
i
2
lim
η→0+
∑
q
∫ ∞
0
dt e−ηt
〈
[Sxq(t), S
x
−q]
〉
AqA−q
= −1
2
∑
q
A−qχxx(q)Aq , (B3)
where χxx(q) is the static spin susceptibility.
2. Coupling to the longitudinal component of the
FM spins
We are now interested in the case where the surface
code is coupled to the longitudinal component of the FM
spins:
H = H0 + V = H0 +A
∑
i
WiS
z
i , (B4)
where the sum runs over the L2 lattice sites lying in the
plane of the surface code. The main part H0 is the Hamil-
tonian of the FM, i.e., H0 = HF , which contains the
symmetry-braking term hz
∑
i S
z
i . As above, we identify
P as the operator projecting onto the subspace with a
fixed number of magnons nq. In order to distinguish be-
tween the diagonal and off-diagonal parts of the pertur-
bation, it is useful to apply the Holstein-Primakoff trans-
formation in the harmonic approximation (see Eq. (6) in
the main text). Doing so we obtain
V = −SA
∑
i
Wi +A
∑
i
Wia
†
iai . (B5)
In Fourier space Eq. (B5) reads
V = −SA
∑
i
Wi +
A
Ns
∑
i
Wi
∑
q,q′
eiRi·(q−q
′)a†qaq′ .
(B6)
It is now straightforward to distinguish between the di-
agonal and the off-diagonal part of the perturbation,
namely
Vd = −SA
∑
i
Wi +
A
Ns
∑
i
Wi
∑
q
a†qaq , (B7)
Vod =
A
Ns
∑
i
Wi
∑
q6=q′
eiRi·(q−q
′)a†qaq′ . (B8)
Absorbing Vd into the main part of the Hamiltonian, we
rewrite
H = H ′0 + Vod , (B9)
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with (in the harmonic approximation)
H ′0 = −SA
∑
i
Wi +
∑
q
qnq +
A
Λ3
L2
∑
q
nq, (B10)
where, as in the main text q = ωq + hz, we assumed
that the surface code is free of anyons, i.e., Wi = +1,
and we used Ns = Λ
3. We see from Eq. (B10) that the
backaction effect of the surface code increases the gap
of the magnons from hz to h
′
z = hz +AL
2/Λ3. However
this additional term has no weight in the thermodynamic
limit since it scales with Λ−3. Using the specific choice
of scaling from the main text, we have hz ∝ 1/L4 while
L2/Λ3 ∝ 1/L7. In the thermodynamic limit the magnetic
length is thus just given by the external magnetic field
hz
Lh′z → Lhz ∝ L2 for L→∞ . (B11)
This allows us to safely conclude that the backaction of
the surface code is negligible in this case.
Using Eq. (A7), we find
H
(2)
eff =
A2
2N2s
∑
i,j
WiWj
∑
q 6=q′,k6=k′
eiRi·(q−q
′)+Rj ·(k−k′)
q − q′
[
a†qaq′ , a
†
kak′
]
=
A2
2N2s
∑
i,j
WiWj
∑
q 6=q′
nq − nq′
q − q′ e
i(q−q′)·(Ri−Rj)
=
A2
2N2s
∑
i,j
WiWj
∑
q′,k
nk+q′ − nq′
k+q′ − q′ e
ik·(Ri−Rj)
= − A
2
2N2s
∑
i,j
WiWj
∑
q,k
eβ(k+q−k)
k+q − k nk+q(nk + 1)e
iq·(Ri−Rj)
= − A
2
2Ns
∑
i,j
WiWj
∑
k
χzz(q, ω = 0)e
iq(Ri−Rj) (B12)
where the last equality comes from the definition of the
susceptibility in Eq. (14) evaluated in the one-magnon
approximation. Following the approach of Ref. 39 as-
suming that βq+k, βq, β(k+q − k) 1, we have that
χzz(q, ω = 0) =
kBT
8D2
1
|q| for |q| → 0, (B13)
where D = 2JS. From Eqs. (B12) and (B13), we finally
find a chemical potential for the anyons µ ∝ kBT ln(L/2)
as shown in the main text. We note that the term
−SA∑iWi in H ′0 leads to an increase of the chemical
potential by 2SA. However, this term does not scale
with L and can be neglected for large L.
Appendix C: Detailed study of the ferromagnetic
spin dynamics under the effective longitudinal
magnetic field produced by the toric code
For simplicity, we write in this Appendix H instead
of H ′, where H ′ is as given in Eq. (11). Furthermore,
we are interested in the stable regime of the quantum
memory, where topological defects are created on time-
scales larger than the time on which FM-spins close to
the toric code adjust. We thus assume Wi ≡ +1 for
all stabilizers Wi. In the one-magnon approximation, we
then have
H =
√
2SA
∑
p
(ap + a
†
p) +
∑
k
ka
†
kak , (C1)
with k = ωk+hz and ωk = 4JS[3− (cos(kx)+cos(ky)+
cos(kz))] ≈ 2JSk2.
1. Non-equilibrium response for Sx
We now calculate the time-dependent expectation
value of the local x-magnetization, defined as
〈Sxi (t)〉 = Tr{ρFSxi (t)} (C2)
where
Sxi (t) = e
iHtSxi e
−iHt (C3)
with
ρF = e
−HF /kBT /ZF , ZF = Tre−HF /kBT (C4)
and HF =
∑
k ka
†
kak in one-magnon approximation.
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We define the polaron transformation [21, 42]
S =
√
2SA√
Ns
∑
p
∑
k
1
k
(eikRpak − h.c.) (C5)
which exactly diagonalizes H. We have
eSaie−S = ai + [S, ai] = ai −
√
2SA
Ns
∑
p
∑
k
1
k
eik(Ri−Rp)
(C6)
and
eSake−S = ak + [S, ak] = ak −
√
2SA√
Ns
∑
p
1
k
e−ikRp
(C7)
Using these two relations, one easily shows that
eSHe−S = HF + const . (C8)
We can thus calculate
〈Sxi (t)〉 = Tr
{
ρF e
iHtSxi e
−iHt}
= Tr
{
ρF e
−SeiHF teSSxi e
−Se−iHF teS
}
. (C9)
In the Holstein-Primakoff picture, Sxi =
√
2S(ai + a
†
i ),
such that
〈Sxi (t)〉 =
√
2S Tr
{
ρF e
−SeiHF t(ai + a
†
i )e
−iHF teS
}
− 4SA
Ns
∑
p
∑
k
1
k
cos(k(Ri −Rp))
=
√
2S
1√
Ns
∑
k
Tr
{
ρF e
−S (eikRie−ktak + h.c.) eS}− 4SA
Ns
∑
p
∑
k
1
k
cos(k(Ri −Rp))
=
2SA
Ns
∑
p
∑
k
1
k
eik(Ri−Rp)e−kt + c.c.− 4SA
Ns
∑
p
∑
k
1
k
cos(k(Ri −Rp))
=
4SA
Ns
∑
p
∑
k
1
k
(cos[k(Ri −Rp]− kt)− cos[k(Ri −Rp)]) (C10)
In order to further evaluate the sum
∑
k, we go to
the continuum limit and replace it by the integral
Ns
(2pi)3
∫
dk. We also use the small-k/small-hz expansion
of the magnon dispersion, k ≈ 2JSk2. We obtain
〈Sxi (t)〉 ≈
2
(2pi)3
A
J
∑
p
∫
dk
1
k2
(
cos[k(Ri −Rp]− 2JSk2t)− cos[k(Ri −Rp)]
)
≈ A
piJ
∑
p
1
|Ri −Rp|
(
C(
|Ri −Rp|√
4piJSt
) + S(
|Ri −Rp|√
4piJSt
)− 1
)
, (C11)
where C(x) =
∫ x
0
cos(pi2 t
2)dt and S(x) =
∫ x
0
sin(pi2 t
2)dt
are the Fresnel integrals.
Let us first study a FM spin adjacent to the code plane.
In the long-time limit t → ∞, we have, approximating
the code by a disk of radius L/2 around our spin of in-
terested at Ri,
〈Sxi (t)〉 = −
A
piJ
∑
p
1
|Ri −Rp|
≈ − A
piJ
∫ L/2
0
dR(2piR)
1
R
= −AL
J
. (C12)
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As |〈Sxi (t)〉| is bounded by S, this can of course only be
valid for code sizes L ≤ JSA . Let us thus consider the
opposite limit of a code which is large enough such that
the integral in the integration over all code plaquettes
can formally be extended to infinity. Then,
〈Sxi (t)〉 =
A
piJ
∫ ∞
0
dR(2piR)
1
R
(
C(
R√
4piJSt
) + S(
R√
4piJSt
)− 1
)
= −4A
√
St
piJ
. (C13)
The FM spins next to the code align with the local field
in a diffusive way, with diffusion constant ∼ A2S/J . For
a large enough code, the evolution of a local FM spin is
independent of the code size, as expected. For a spin with
distance d to the code, the integration is more involved
and one finds
〈Sxi (t)〉 =
A
piJ
∫ ∞
0
dR(2piR)
1√
d2 +R
(
C(
√
d2 +R√
4piJSt
) + S(
√
d2 +R√
4piJSt
)− 1
)
=
16A
d2
√
JS3t3
pi
(
cos(
d2
8JSt
) + sin(
d2
8JSt
)
)
+O(d−3) . (C14)
The deviation decays quadratically with the distance
from the code. The results in Eqs. (C13) and (C14)
both diverge as t → ∞. This is an artefact of the har-
monic (one-magnon) expansion. We thus trust these re-
sults only for times t such that |〈Sxi (t)〉| ≤ S.
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